We study type IIB orientifolds on T 2d /Z N with supersymmetry broken by the compactification. We determine tadpole cancellation conditions including antibranes and considering different actions for the parity Ω. Using these conditions we then obtain the spectrum of tachyons and massless states. Various examples with N even correspond to type 0B orientifolds.
Introduction
Several ways to build non-supersymmetric open string models have been developed in recent years [1] . One method is to start with orientifolds of the ten-dimensional type 0 strings. The purpose of this note is to pursue this approach further. To this end we will discuss a class of type IIB orientifolds on T 2d /Z N in which supersymmetry is completely broken by the Z N generator θ. The underlying idea is that when no compactification is involved, and θ is a Z 2 twist corresponding to (−1) F S , where F S is space-time fermion number, one obtains the ten-dimensional orientifolds of type 0B string that were first studied in [2, 3, 4] . Some lower-dimensional cases can be regarded as compactifications of the D=10 type 0B orientifolds but the generic situation is just that of a non-supersymmetric type IIB orientifold in D=(10 − 2d) dimensions. Our motivation is to provide a unified description of these constructions. We will consider both the standard world-sheet parity Ω and the modified Ω ′ defined as
where f R is the right-moving world-sheet fermion number. In D=10, Ω ′ leads to a tachyon free model [3] and this can also occur upon compactification for some specific Abelian twists [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] .
As usual, the orientifold projection introduces Op-planes whose RR charges have to be cancelled by adding appropriate Dp-branes [10, 11] . Since we are breaking supersymmetry, we might as well add anti Dp-branes (Dp), just as in toroidal orientifolds in which Z N preserves supersymmetry [12] . In general, there is a further sign freedom in the Möbius strip amplitude, or equivalently in the charge and tension of the Op-planes, that allows either an orthogonal or a symplectic projection on the gauge Chan-Paton factors [11, 13] .
For instance, in D=10, with Ω and no (−1) F S twist, and including k D9-branes, there can be type I-like models with group SO(32 + k) × SO(k), or USp(k−32) × USp(k) Sugimoto models [14] . Including the (−1) F S twist gives instead the [SO(k 1 ) × SO(k 2 )] 2 models of [2, 3, 4] , with cancelled NSNS tadpoles if k 1 + k 2 = 32, or new [USp(k 1 ) × USp(k 2 )] 2 non-supersymmetric orientifolds.
In this work we will explain the general construction of D ≤ 10 examples. In particular, we will derive tadpole cancellation conditions valid in non-supersymmetric as well as in supersymmetric orientifolds studied in the past [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . For lower dimensional Dp-branes our results carefully take into account their location in the transverse directions. As remarked in [21] , only such complete tadpole conditions can guarantee absence of anomalies.
Since the Z N action breaks supersymmetry explicitly, the resulting gravity and gauge fields are purely bosonic. However, an interesting property of these models is the appearance of massless charged fermions in the open string sector. The spectrum typically contains tachyons from the closed twisted sectors and also from open string sectors when Dp-branes are present. Moreover, there are generically uncancelled NSNS tadpoles although they could be absent in some cases. Nonetheless, we believe that this class of non-supersymmetric orientifolds deserves further investigation. Tachyons and NSNS tadpoles are a common feature of many non-supersymmetric orientifolds but it is conceivable that a consistent theory could emerge after some stabilization process.
This note is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the building blocks of our non-supersymmetric orientifolds.
In the next sections we analyze the various orientifolds classified according to the Op-planes present. In each case we first obtain tadpole cancellation conditions and then provide the spectrum of tachyonic and massless states in several examples. The 1-loop amplitudes needed to extract the RR tadpoles are explained in the appendix. Some final remarks are stated in section 6.
Generalities
In this section we go over the basic concepts and notation needed to describe our class of models. We consider orientifolds with quotient group G = (½ + Ω P )Z N , where Ω P is either the standard Ω or Ω ′ . More details about the Z N action will be presented in section 2.1.
Taking the quotient by G introduces non-orientable Riemann surfaces in the perturbative expansion. The one-loop vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude on the Klein bottle (K) has generic tadpole divergences created by orientifold planes charged under RR potentials.
The natural way to cancel such tadpoles is to add Dp-branes of opposite RR charges.
Open strings with ends on branes have one-loop amplitudes on the cylinder (C pq ) and the Möbius strip (M p ) whose divergences cancel that of K [10] .
In the appendix we will discuss the 1-loop amplitudes to some extent. We begin with the Klein bottle whose structure determines the orientifold planes and the type of Dbranes to be added. Furthermore, the difference between Ω and Ω ′ manifests only in K.
The cylinder and Möbius strip amplitudes will also be explained.
From the one-loop amplitudes we can deduce the spectrum of tachyons and massless states. General properties of closed and open string states will be described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Non-supersymmetric Z N
To describe the action of the Z N generator θ on bosonic and fermionic movers X M , ψ M in the light cone (M = 2, · · · , 9), it is convenient to use complex basis Y a = X 2a+2 + iX ). In general, each state has a weight r of SO (8) . The GSO projection is a r a = odd. Besides, the action of θ is simply θ|r = e 2iπr·v |r , where v = (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 )
is the twist vector.
The v a 's are constrained by the condition that θ m must act crystallographically on the lattice Λ of the internal torus. In addition, modular invariance imposes
which in turn ensures that θ is of order N acting on the world-sheet fermionic degrees of freedom . Supersymmetry requires the existence of invariant states |r , with r an spinorial weight in 8 s . For v 0 = 0 this gives the well known condition
Relaxing this condition breaks supersymmetry. The allowed non-supersymmetric twist vectors for N ≤ 6 were found in [22] . They are:
For larger N there are many more allowed twists. For the torus lattice for each action we will take products of two-dimensional sub-lattices whenever allowed. Concretely, for order two and order four rotations we take the SO(4) root lattice whereas for order three and order six rotations we take the SU(3) root lattice. The Z 5 action is realized on the SU(5) root lattice.
In the examples denoted Z * will include O3-planes because θ reflects all internal coordinates.
Closed string states
Modular invariance requires the existence of sectors twisted by θ n , n = 0, · · · , N − 1. In each sector the states are tensor products |R × |L of right and left modes. In turn, |R = |N R , r nR , where N R is an oscillator number and r nR = r R + nv with r R an SO (8) weight (similar for |L ). To determine the states in the orientifold spectrum, we start with invariant combinations under Z N . For example, in the untwisted sector it suffices to have (r R − r L ) · v = integer for states without oscillators acting on them. In the twisted sectors we must take into account the structure of fixed points that depends on the torus lattice, see the appendix of [22] for more details.
We then implement the orientifold projection, i.e. invariance under Ω P . In the untwisted sector both Ω and Ω ′ just exchange left and right modes. Then, the invariant combinations must be symmetric in the NSNS and [NSR + RNS] sectors, but antisymmetric in the RR sector since fermionic modes are exchanged. In the θ N 2 sector, when N is even, the invariant combinations are the same for Ω P = Ω. On the other hand, as explained in section 6, for Ω P = Ω ′ , when
there is an extra minus sign in the Klein-bottle amplitude so that in the θ N 2 sector we need take the opposite type of combinations as in the untwisted sector. For the remaining twisted sectors we have to take into account that θ n → θ N −n under Ω P .
Open string states
Including labels ab for the ends on Dp and Dq-branes, states are of the form
where λ φ pq is the Chan-Paton matrix and φ represents the world-sheet modes. The action of θ m and Ω P θ m on the Chan-Paton matrices is realized by the unitary matrices γ m,p and γ Ωm,p such that
since Ω P exchanges the ends.
The γ matrices form a representation of G up to a phase [15] . Consistent with group multiplication we can define
It can be shown that γ 0,p = ½ [15] . Besides, θ N = ½, gives
where δ p = ±1, keeping the sign freedom.
When only D9 and D5-branes are present, it happens that (Ω P θ m ) 2 = θ 2m acting on pp strings. It then follows that
where ǫ m,p = ±1. Now, we can always absorb a phase in γ 1,p to attain
It is then useful to recast (9) as
The γ matrices are further constrained by tadpole cancellation conditions. For antibranes, δp = δ p and ǫp = ǫ p . In section 5 we will explain how these results are modified when D3 or D7-branes are included.
To understand the meaning of ǫ p , first use (9) to derive the relations
where N p is the total number of Dp-branes. For instance, when ǫ p = 1 we can take
γ Ω,p = ½, leading to orthogonal projection λ T = −λ on the Chan-Paton matrix of pp gauge vectors (see below). For ǫ p = −1 there is instead a symplectic projection. The second relation in (12) means that ǫ p correlates with the sign of the tension and the RR charge of Op-planes. In particular, ǫ p = 1 corresponds to Op-planes of negative tension and RR charge. For ǫ p = −1 both signs are reversed. In the notation of [11] , λ
For99 strings, the cylinder partition function is identical to that of 99 strings, thus the massless weights are the same. The invariance conditions are analogous to (13) except for an extra minus sign in the Ω P projection for the R states. This is due to the sign change in the R sector of the Möbius strip amplitude M9, which in turn corresponds to the opposite RR charge of D9-branes.
The cylinder amplitude C 99 is obtained from C 99 by reversing the relative sign between the two NS (and the two R) contributions. We can still assign SO(8) weights to the various states but the GSO projection changes to a r a = even. The NS sector then contains a tachyon with r = 0 and no massless states. In the R sector there is a massless spinor of opposite chirality, with weights r = 8 c = ±(
). Invariance under θ implies:
Under Ω P , 99 →99, so that we must just retain half of the states in the spectrum without further restrictions. ). In D = 8, 4 we will distinguish fermions from antifermions by the condition 
) .
This is valid when 
The index J in γ 1,5,J refers to the fixed point of θ where the D5 1 -branes are located. When the branes sit at a point in the bulk there is no orbifold projection since θ only exchanges images. In the Ω projection, the plus sign applies to states associated with DD boundary conditions. Notice that for fermions, DD or NN is correlated with the chirality of the spinor in the brane world-volume. If the branes sit at a fixed point of θ m , but not of θ, in (17) we need replace v → mv and γ 1,5,J → γ m,5,J .
For55 states the massless weights are the same as in (16) . The projection is similar to (17) except for an extra minus sign, due to the opposite RR charge, in the Ω projection of R states.
In the 55 sector the GSO projection allows instead a tachyon with r = 0 and a massless spinor 8 c of opposite chirality. We only need to impose the θ projection
The Ω projection just exchanges states in 55 with those in55. 
The w a take values ± 
The Ω projection only effects 95 ↔ 59.
For95 states the massless weights are the same as for 95. For95 and 95 the massless weights have the same form as in (19) but the GSO projection is the opposite compared to 95. In all cases the θ projection is analogous to (20) .
Models with O9-planes
This is the case of the Z * N actions whose elements do not invert any coordinate. To begin we use the results of the appendix to deduce the tadpole cancellation conditions. We then determine the γ matrices that form a representation of G and cancel RR tadpoles. As explained before, the group structure allows a freedom in ǫ 0,p = ǫ p that enters in (11).
We will consider both values for ǫ p . In several examples we will present the resulting spectrum of massless and tachyonic states for both Ω and Ω ′ projections.
An useful check on the spectrum is the cancellation of the irreducible gauge anomaly proportional to tr F D+2 2
for each group factor. In D = 10, 6, the irreducible gravitational anomaly must vanish as well. In D=6, cancellation of the tr R 4 anomaly requires
where n ± is the number of tensors 3 ± whereas N L and N R are the numbers of 2(2 L ) and 2(2 R ) respectively.
Tadpole cancellation with O9-planes
For the Z * N actions there are only untwisted tadpoles proportional to a 10-dimensional volume V 10 , and twisted tadpoles proportional to V D . The reason is that the invariant momentum sub-lattice is either trivial and its volume is V P = 1 by definition, or it is the full Λ * and V D V P is V 10 . We are employing the notation introduced in the appendix.
Let us first consider the divergences from the Klein bottle amplitude. When Ω P = Ω, the RR tadpole (A.9) simplifies to
For the NSNS tadpoles there is an analogous formula but with the phase e −iπnSv absent.
When N is even, the RR tadpoles vanish since
However, there are left-over NSNS tadpoles, either proportional to V 10 or to V D , that can be cancelled by introducing D9-branes. The RR tadpoles created by the D9-branes can in turn be cancelled by adding D9-branes. For N odd adding D9-branes is mandatory since there are uncancelled RR tadpoles.
When Ω P = Ω ′ , there is an extra minus sign in T -twisted sector add to produce a non-zero RR tadpole. On the other hand, the NSNS tadpoles from both sectors cancel each other.
From the C 99 cylinder the RR tadpole (A.18) reduces to:
In the presence of D9-branes, we need to substitute Tr γ m,9 by Tr γ m,9 − Tr γ m,9 .
In M 9 we find:
where we have used (9) . For M9 there is an extra minus sign due to the opposite RR charge.
Clearly, the tadpoles (22), (24) and (25) 
where ǫ ≡ ǫ 9 = ǫ9. Additionally, we can choose γ N,p = ½ (p = 9,9) without loss of generality. In case of orthogonal projection, ǫ = 1, we can avoid the D9-branes. For the symplectic projection, ǫ = −1, the O9-planes have positive RR charge and D9-branes are necessary. Concerning NSNS tadpoles, for the Z 3 and Z 5 in (4) 
This is the RR tadpole cancellation condition in a type 0B orientifold on T 2d /ZN 
Notice that for ǫ = −1 the NSNS tadpoles cannot be cancelled at all. This is as expected since in this case O9-planes have positive tension as D9-branes and D9-branes do.
However, for ǫ = 1, both RR and NSNS tadpoles can vanish as we will exemplify later.
We finally come to N even and Ω P = Ω ′ . Now there is a RR tadpole from the Klein bottle and necessarily from the Möbius amplitude. Then, it must be γ N,p = −½, for p = 9,9. Collecting all pieces we obtain the RR tadpole cancellation conditions
both for m = 0, · · · ,
There are always NSNS tadpoles left uncancelled.
Solutions with Ω projection
As we have seen in 3.1, for N even necessarily γ N 1,p = ½ (p = 9,9) and for N odd we can make the same choice without altering the results. Then, in general (µ = e 2iπ/N )
where ½ n is the n × n identity matrix. For γ 1,9 , replace n j byn j . Imposing RR tadpole cancellation relates the n j to then j . For instance, for N = 2L + 1, (26) becomes
For N = 2L, (27) simply gives n j =n j . To cancel NSNS tadpoles, according to (28) , there are further conditions
Clearly, this needs ǫ = 1.
Concerning the realization of Ω, in agreement with (11), for ǫ 9 ≡ ǫ = 1 we can take
For ǫ = −1 we need to distinguish between N odd or even. For N = 2L + 1,
Clearly n 0 must be even. Instead, for N = 2L,
with both n 0 and n L even.
Consider now the the open string spectrum. The task is to determine the Chan-Paton factors after substituting the above γ matrices in, say (13) for 99 states. The simplest case is that of gauge vectors that have r · v = 0. From the form of the resulting λ's we can read the gauge groups. For ǫ = 1 we find
The99 group factors in G9 are the same with n k →n k . For ǫ = −1, we just need replace SO(n) → USp(n) and take n even.
The massless charged scalars and fermions transform under θ as explained in section 2.3.1. Given the possible values of r · v we find the Chan-Paton matrices according to (13) and then read off the corresponding representations. Specific examples will be presented in section 3.4. In the 99 sector besides massless charged fermions there are charged tachyons that have r = 0. Under G 9 × G9 they turn to transform as
where the last term appears only if N is even. The subscripts attached to the Young tableaux refer to the k-th group factor in G 9 or in G9. It is understood that the states are singlets under absent factors.
Solutions with Ω ′ projection
As explained in 3.1 we only need consider N even (N = 2L) and γ
The γ 1,9 is analogous with n j ↔n j . There are relations between the dimensions n j andn j following from the cancellation conditions (29) . For instance, for the Z * 2 , (n 1 −n 1 ) = 32ǫ, whereas for the Z * 6 in (4),
Notice that we can take ǫ = −1 only if D9-branes are present.
The realization of Ω ′ is given by
for ǫ = 1 and ǫ = −1 respectively.
Given the realization of the full orientifold action we can proceed to find the ChanPaton factors for the various massless and tachyonic open states. The gauge group for both ǫ = ±1 turns out to be
and similarly for G9. The charged tachyons in the 99 sector transform under G 9 × G9 as
The charged massless fermions depend on the specific Z N . Examples will be presented in section 3.4. Actually it suffices to consider ǫ = 1, otherwise we just exchange branes and antibranes.
Examples
In this section we present a more detailed account of closed and open states in some Z * N selected from those in (4) . Since the generic gauge groups are already given in eqs. (36) and (41), we will only supply the relations between n k andn k due to RR tadpole cancellation.
To simplify presentation we only display the massless charged fermions. We also provide the closed massless and tachyonic states. In the untwisted sector, denoted θ 0 , we only list the states besides the dilaton plus metric, and the antisymmetric tensor, that are always present among respectively NSNS and RR massless states. In the twisted θ n sectors we list all states. For N even we will consider the Ω and Ω ′ projections. The closed spectrum in both cases differ only in the θ
It is straightforward to work out many more examples. In table 1 we display the results for the remaining Z * 6 in (4), but only with Ω ′ projection because then D9-branes must be necessarily included and antibranes can be completely removed.
With Ω projection this is the type 0B orientifold discussed at length in [2, 3, 4] . The RR tadpoles cancel if n 0 =n 0 , and n 1 =n 1 . Clearly, we are free to discard branes and antibranes altogether. However, we will keep them because NSNS tadpoles cancel if n 0 + n 1 = 32. The closed spectrum in the twisted sector is:
where states are labelled by their SO(8) representations and 1 −1 denotes a tachyon of mass −1 (α ′ =1). The charged massless fermions are:
For ǫ = −1 there are USp rather than SO groups but the fermions transform in the same way.
With Ω ′ projection we have instead the type 0B ′ orientifold first discussed in [3] . The closed spectrum in the twisted sector is now:
Comparing with (43) we see that the tachyon has disappeared and instead of an antisymmetric tensor there is a 4-form with self-dual field strength, denoted 35 + .
The RR tadpole cancellation condition with the Ω ′ projection is n 1 = 32 +n 1 . The charged massless fermions are:
The irreducible tr R 6 anomaly of the 4-form is precisely cancelled by these fermions [3, 23] .
).
The closed sector states, identified by SO(6) representations, are:
With orthogonal projection (ǫ = 1), the RR (and NSNS) tadpoles cancel if n 0 =n 0 , and
Notice that antibranes can be avoided but we will give the generic open spectrum. The charged massless fermions are:
It is easy to check that irreducible tr F 5 gauge anomalies are absent by virtue of RR tadpole cancellation.
With symplectic projection, G 9 = USp(n 0 ) × U(n 1 ) and G9 = USp(n 0 ) × U(n 2 ), with evenn 0 = n 0 andn 1 = 16 + n 1 . Massless fermions are basically those of the orthogonal case upon interchanging representations of G 9 and G9. The total anomaly factorizes appropriately.
The closed sector states are:
Here we label states by their SO(4) representations and 3
When ǫ = 1 both RR and NSNS tadpoles are absent provided that n 0 =n 0 , n 1 =n 1 +8, and n 2 =n 2 + 8. It is possible to keep only D9-branes. The generic charged massless fermions are:
plus the complex conjugates. The irreducible tr R 4 and tr F 4 anomalies cancel.
With ǫ = −1 the gauge groups change into G 9 = USp(n 0 ) × U(n 1 ) × U(n 2 ) and
, where n 0 andn 0 must be even. Tadpole cancellation requires n 0 =n 0 ,n 1 = 8 + n 1 , andn 2 = 8 + n 2 . Massless fermions follow from (50) upon interchanging representations of G 9 and G9. The irreducible anomalies cancel as expected.
We study first the Ω projection. The closed sector spectrum is:
States are now labelled by helicity, 0 or ± 1 2 . As in all Z * 6 examples, RR tadpoles vanish when n k =n k , k = 0, · · · , 3. We also find that to cancel NSNS tadpoles, when ǫ = 1, n 0 + n 3 = 8 and n 1 + n 2 = 12. The charged massless fermions are:
Irreducible tr F 3 gauge anomalies cancel.
Let us now the consider the model with Ω ′ projection. The closed θ 3 sector includes instead a vector plus scalars. This is:
In the other twisted sectors tachyons are absent. Thus, this model has no closed tachyons.
Tadpoles cancel when n 1 = 12 +n 1 , n 2 = 8 +n 2 , and n 3 = 12 +n 3 . The massless charged fermions are:
The spectrum is free of gauge anomalies. Forn k = 0 it coincides with the results of [5, 6] for the non-tachyonic 0B ′ orientifold on T 6 /Z . This is to be expected since here the Z * 6 can be written as Z ), and Z * 2 is (−1) orientifolds with Ω ′ projection and no D9.
Models with O9 and O5-planes
To be concrete we study the case of O5 1 -planes that occurs for the Z N actions in (4). In general these have
with k i ∈ Z.
Tadpole cancellation with O9 and O5-planes
It is convenient to organize tadpoles according to their volume dependence. We denote 
There are also tadpoles proportional to 
where we have used (8) and (9) . We will shortly explain that tadpole cancellation requires
In the following we will assume the Gimon-Polchinski action for Ω, in particular, Ω 2 = −1 on 95 states [15] . In our notation this means
This implies for instance that in absence of D9-branes necessarily ǫ 5 = −1, because (56) demands ǫ 9 = 1.
We now discuss twisted tadpoles. Neither the Klein nor the Möbius amplitudes con- 
with J = 1, · · · ,χ(θ m DD ). Let us now discuss tadpoles due to massless states in sectors θ m with m = 2ℓ so that
, in principle do contribute. To analyze these tadpoles it is convenient to distinguish two cases depending on whether ℓv j , for transverse directions to the D5 1 -branes, is a half-integer or not.
, j = 2, 3.
In this case the cylinder tadpoles add as shown in (A.22 
This occurs in the supersymmetric Z 4 , Z 8 , Z Similarly, comparing (A.31) with the cylinder tadpoles we conclude that to have the same combination of traces it must be that δ 9 = δ 5 .
The Klein tadpoles
, are directly given by (A.9) but they must be distributed among the fixed points. In particular, the contribution to the fixed point at the origin, denoted T RR K,1 (ℓ), turns out to be
Simultaneous fixed points of θ ℓ and θ We are now ready to add the cylinder, Klein and Möbius tadpoles. The above results
show that they add to a common prefactor times a perfect square. Including antibranes we then find the cancellation condition
where I P is the dimension of the momentum sub-lattice invariant under θ 2ℓ . This is valid when J refers to a simultaneous fixed point of θ ℓ and θ . Then, the above results apply if
. In this case we can check that the quantity inside brackets in (62) vanishes identically. We then find the tadpole cancellation condition
Examples are given by the Z 4 in D=6, supersymmetric or not. Recall however that if
, the Klein and cylinder tadpoles have a different volume dependence and moreover there will be uncancelled tadpoles, proportional to V D /V 1 , as in the supersymmetric Z 4 in D=4 [19] .
, for j = 2 and/or j = 3.
In this case it happens that all RR tadpoles from Z 95 (θ 2ℓ ),
and Z K (θ 
where I P is the dimension of the momentum sub-lattice invariant under θ 2ℓ . To obtain this result we have assumed thatχ(θ 
As a check, observe that for ℓ = N 2
we recover the condition (57). The remaining possibility is that θ 2ℓ leaves invariant only one of the transverse complex directions, say Y 3 .
Factorization requires that θ ℓ leaves fixed only the origin (J = 1) in the Y 2 direction, and this is true for crystallographic actions. We then find a cancellation condition Tr γ 2ℓ,5,J − Tr γ 2ℓ,5,J = 2
For other fixed points of θ 2ℓ in the Y 2 direction there is an analogous condition but with the right hand side equal to zero.
When all D5-branes are located at the origin, T-duality imposes that Tr γ 2ℓ,9 = Tr γ 2ℓ,5 .
Thus, ǫ 9 δ 9 = ǫ 5 and the GP condition implies δ 9 = −1. Repeating the argument with
shows that δ 5 = −1.
Examples
The tadpole cancellation conditions that we have derived apply to all Z N orientifolds with action of the form (55). These include our non-supersymmetric as well as supersymmetric orientifolds considered previously [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Our results apply when the D5-branes are located at generic fixed points of θ or some power. We will exemplify the solutions of the tadpole conditions, and the corresponding spectra, only for a few cases but we will consider moving the D5-branes to the bulk or to other fixed points different from the origin.
We will first analyze three Z 6 orientifolds in which the distinct possibilities for even twisted tadpoles arise. We then study a Z 8 orientifold in order to further illustrate the importance of having tadpole cancellation conditions that take into account all fixed points and not only the origin.
In general, γ 1,9 and γ 1,5,J are of the form (38), and analogous for antibranes. For Ω we take the realization given in (40). Recall that we are assuming the GP action ǫ 5 = −ǫ 9 . We will explicitly discuss examples with ǫ 9 = 1. We have found that the opposite orientifold projection, ǫ 9 = −1, simply leads to the replacement of branes by antibranes and, whenever they appear, of USp by SO groups.
For this Z 6 action we take the torus lattice to be the product of two SU(3) root lattices.
The only fixed point of θ is the origin denoted X 1 . The fixed points of θ 2 are of the form (w i , w j ), where w 0 = (0, 0), whereas w 1 and w 2 are the SU(3) weights. Thus, besides the origin X 1 , θ 2 has eight fixed points labelled X J . Notice also that θ 3 has sixteen fixed points. The chiral massless fields coming from the closed sector are shown in table 2. The model-dependent twisted tadpole cancellation conditions are obtained from (59) for m = 1, 3, and from (62) with m = 2, and distinguishing among the fixed points of θ 2 .
We find 
Tr γ 2,9 − Tr γ 2,9 + 3 Tr γ 2,5,J − Tr γ 2,5,J = −8ǫ 9 ; J = 2, · · · , 9 , Tr γ 3,9 − Tr γ 3,9 − 4 Tr γ 3,5,K − Tr γ 3,5,K = 0 ; K = 1, · · · , 16 .
For the supersymmetric D=6, Z 6 orientifold with v = (0, 0, 1 6 , −
), there arise similar conditions as first derived in [16, 17] . However, in previous works the condition involving fixed points of θ 2 other than the origin, is often missed. As stressed in [21] , such conditions are needed to ensure anomaly cancellation.
We fix ǫ 9 = 1 and focus on solutions without antibranes. We then deduce that there must always be a number of D5-branes sitting at the origin. It also follows that D5-branes can be placed at either all of the X J or none of them. In the case without branes at the X J we can further move 12k D5-branes to the bulk, say 2k to a point X and the remaining to the images of X under θ. In this situation the generic gauge group turns out to be
where 2k ≤ n ≤ (8 − 2k). Notice that only k = 0, 1, 2, are allowed.
The massless fermions in each sector are given in table 3. It is easy to check that the irreducible tr F 4 anomaly cancels for each group factor. For this it is crucial that the 95 fermions have left chirality as required by the GSO projection explained in section 2.3.3. The gravitational anomaly also cancels since eq. (21) is verified when we take into account the closed string spectrum shown in table 2.
We can also move branes from the origin to X J fixed points. There can be configurations with sixteen branes left at X 1 and the remaining distributed among the X J . For example, there is a solution with
Clearly only n = 4, 5, 6, are allowed. In this solution there are two D5-branes at each of the eight X J , but the gauge group is only SU(2) 4 because these fixed points form 
for each SU(2). The full massless spectrum is anomaly-free as expected.
There is another solution with two D5 at each X J in which G 5 J = U(1) 4 , but we skip further details. It is also possible to move D5-branes from the origin to the fixed points of θ 3 .
D=6, v
The torus lattice is an SU(3) times an SO (4) 
The condition involving γ 3,p is automatically satisfied with our choice (38).
We set ǫ 9 = 1 and declare that D9-branes are absent. Besides, in general there is a net number of 32 D5-branes plus in principle some D5-D5 pairs. In fact, if we try to move 12k branes from the origin to the bulk these pairs will be manifest. Observe that all fixed points of θ are equivalent but we choose to refer to the origin. The solution of the tadpole cancellation conditions with minimum number of D5-D5 pairs at the origin leads to gauge groups
This solution has the property that tachyons from 5 1 5 1 strings are eliminated by the orbifold projection. Massless fermions from 5 1 5 1 and 95 1 strings are projected out too.
The spectrum of surviving massless charged fermions is presented in table 4. It is easy to prove that irreducible gauge and gravitational anomalies cancel.
Instead of moving D5-branes from the origin, or actually from any of the θ fixed points, to the bulk, we can place them in groups of 6k at the two fixed points, L = 2, 3, of θ 2 (in the Y 2 direction) that are exchanged by θ. These D5-branes give rise to the group
The USp factor appears because the D5-branes sit at fixed tori, since the element 
We have verified that the full content is anomaly-free. ), orientifold.
Finally, there is a configuration with no D5 and the 32 D5 equally distributed at the four fixed points of θ. The gauge groups in this case are
Notice that the rank of the group arising from D5-branes is sixteen. The representations for the massless fermions coincide with those given in table 4 for 99, 5 1 5 1 , and 95 1 . 
D=4, v = (0,
We consider ǫ 9 = 1 and assume that there are only 32 D9-branes present. For D5-branes we allow some number of D5-D5 pairs.
There are tadpole-free solutions with only 32 D5-branes distributed among the fixed points of θ. For example, we can locate two D5-branes at each X J , thereby obtaining a model with gauge groups G 9 = U(10) × U(6) and G 5 = U(1) 16 . Now, when we try to move D5-branes to the bulk some D5-D5 pairs are forced to remain at fixed points. To see this, we first place 32 D5-branes at some specific X J and then displace 2k D5-branes, plus their 2k θ-images, to the bulk that is fixed by θ 2 . We then find that necessarily 4k D5-branes must remain at X J . The setup with least number of D5's has gauge group
Tachyons from 5 J 5 J and massless fermions from 5 J 5 J strings are removed by the orbifold projection. The spectrum of massless charged fermions is presented in ). The element θ 4 has sixteen fixed points, the four X J that are singlets under θ 2 , plus another twelve points that form doublets of θ 2 .
The closed string spectrum can be found using the results of ref. [22] and implementing the Ω projection. We find that there is a net number of three tensors 3 + , but equal numbers of 2 L and 2 R . Thus, there is gravitational anomaly that must be compensated by open string massless fermions.
The significant tadpole cancellation equations are obtained from our general analysis.
They read:
Tr γ 2,9 + 2Tr γ 2,5,J = 16
Tr γ 2,9 + 2Tr γ 2,5,J = 0 ; J = 3, 4 ,
Here we have already set ǫ 9 = 1 and assumed that antibranes are absent.
The conditions involving the origin agree with general results in ref. [20] that however do not take other fixed points into account. Now, neglecting cancellation conditions at other fixed points leads to the wrong outcome that all 32 D5-branes could be placed at the origin. Indeed, it is simple to prove that such configuration is not anomaly-free. In our approach this is evident from the fact that the equations (78) imply that if there are D5-branes located at X 1 then necessarily there is the same number at X 2 . We can have a generic arrangement with (16 − 2k) D5-branes at each X 1 and X 2 , together with 2k at each X 3 and X 4 .
As an example, with D5-branes only at X 1 and X 2 , the tadpole-free solution for the γ m,p matrices yields gauge groups
We refrain from displaying the full list of massless fermions that is straightforward to derive using our prescriptions. To make the main observations it is enough to consider the simplest case j = 0. In this case the massless fermions are just: 
We can argue that this model is connected to that in eq. (79) upon T-duality in the compact directions so that D9 ↔ D5. Clearly, the group G 5 1 × G 5 2 and its matter content match the new 99 sector. Concerning the starting 99 sector, the idea is that we turn on
Wilson lines to separate branes in two stacks of sixteen each so that the bifundamentals become massive. To reduce the rank and keep Z 8 invariance these stacks must be at fixed points of θ 2 .
Models with O9-planes and O7 or O3-planes
The prototypical examples having O7 and O3-planes are furnished by the orientifolds with Z 4 action given by the twist vectors v = (0, 0, 0, 1 2 ) and v = (0,
) respectively.
These non-supersymmetric orientifolds have been discussed in refs. [7, 9] . Here we will basically reproduce their results using our formalism. In particular, in contrast to [7, 9] , in our language from the beginning it is clear that a generator θ that just reflects an odd number of complex coordinates is truly of order four. This is required by modular invariance and it is consistent with the fact that such θ has order four acting on worldsheet fermions. In this section we mainly discuss the Z 4 examples but the same procedure can be applied to more general cases, for example when Nv = (0, 4k 1 , 4k 2 , 4k 3 + 2), or Nv = (0, 4k 1 + 2, 4k 2 + 2, 4k 3 + 2), k i ∈ Z, and N is multiple of four.
A distinguishing property of this class of models is that Ω 2 = (−1) F S , when acting on pp strings, p = 7, 3, as can be shown by looking how Ω acts on states in the Ramond sector. In turn this property implies that
where we have used that θ N/2 = (−1) F S . It then follows that ǫ 4 p = 1. On the other hand, acting on 9p states we have the GP action Ω 2 = e iπ(9−p)/4 .
To discuss tadpole cancellation conditions we will center on the T -twisted sector combine to yield a non-zero RR tadpole and D9 plus Dp-branes must be added. This is the most interesting case and we will exclusively focus on it in the following.
Tadpoles due to cylinder amplitudes Z pp are given by eq. (A.18). Concerning Z p9 , it corresponds to the amplitude of a sector twisted by v p9 with entries 
because the number of DD directions is now odd and there is a different v p9 .
The Möbius amplitudes for D7 and D3-branes are also similar to those for D5-branes explained in the appendix. In fact, the Möbius tadpoles can be read off from the formulas in section 6 upon obvious modifications.
Putting together all necessary results leads to tadpole cancellation conditions that can be organized according to volume dependence. The odd twisted tadpoles only receive contributions from cylinder amplitudes and are proportional to V D . For instance, in the Z 4 in D=8 we find Tr γ 1,9 + 2iTr γ 1,7,J = 0 ; J = 1, · · · , 4 , Tr γ 3,9 − 2iTr γ 3,7,J = 0 .
To simplify we are not including antibranes.
Tadpoles proportional to V 10 give the condition
where we have used (9) valid for D9-branes. The solution must be Tr γ 2,9 = 0, δ 9 = −1 and Tr γ 0,9 = 64ǫ 9 .
Since antibranes are absent, necessarily ǫ 9 = 1 and there are 64 D9-branes.
Cancellation of the remaining tadpoles proportional to V D /V W involves the D7, or D3-branes, and requires instead
The solution now is Tr γ 2,p = 0 together with
so that Tr γ 0,p = 64.
We will now present the matrices that fulfill the above conditions. Consider first the D9 sector. Since γ 4 1,9 = −½, and there are 64 D9-branes, we can realize θ as
Notice that this is eq. (38) with n j = 16. Clearly, Tr γ 1,9 = Tr γ 2,9 = 0. The world sheet parity Ω ′ is represented by γ + Ω,9 given in eq. (40). In the Dp sector we will locate all 64 branes at the origin so that we can choose γ 1,p = γ 1,9 . The orientifold action is instead given by
Therefore, γ Ωm,p = γ m,p γ Ω,p satisfies the conditions (87). Moreover,
Comparing with the general property (81) we see that ǫ p = 1. Besides, notice that ; 1,9 . We also have to ensure that Ω 2 is realized properly. In general, for p9 states it must be
For 39 states this gives a non-trivial constraint λ = iǫ 3 ǫ 9 γ N/2,3 λ. The upshot is that in the Z 4 orientifold with D3-branes we find mixed massless fermions 
The overall massless spectrum is anomaly-free as first observed in [7, 9] . To finish we will briefly comment on states from closed strings. Since these orientifolds include the element (−1) F S there are only bosons in the spectrum. The T 6 /Z 4 model has the interesting feature that closed tachyons are absent altogether because the Ω ′ projection eliminates the tachyon in the θ 2 sector and only massive scalars appear in other twisted sectors [7] . In the T 2 /Z 4 case the θ 2 tachyon is projected out too, but there are tachyons in other twisted sectors.
Final Comments
The principal motivation behind this work was to show that toroidal orientifolds of the non-supersymmetric type 0 strings can be treated on the same footing as type II orientifolds in which the orbifold point group explicitly breaks supersymmetry. This formulation has the advantage of allowing a transparent description of the resulting D ≤ 10 theories using the same language employed in the study of supersymmetric orientifolds.
Modding by a non-supersymmetric Z N introduces subtleties that must be handled carefully. In some cases with N even, modular invariance demands that the order N be actually twice that of the geometrical rotation. In fact, in this situation the worldsheet fermions truly feel a Z N action. Hence, there are really N twisted sectors to be considered. Existence of an We have derived tadpole cancellation conditions that are also valid in the supersymmetric orientifolds and take into account the location of Dp-branes in the transverse DD directions. In models with D9 and D5-branes we obtained general expressions depending on the fixed set structure of the geometrical rotation. To our knowledge such detailed analysis had only been carried out before in specific examples [15, 19] . This is important because correct twisted tadpole formulas at all fixed sets are necessary to find solutions leading to anomaly-free spectra as it should. We have illustrated this issue with a Z 8 orientifold in which tadpole conditions at the origin alone cannot imply anomaly cancellation.
Although we have not explored this possibility, the findings in this paper could be used to build semi-realistic examples. Upon T-duality, the models with D9 and D5-branes will include D3 and D7-branes as in the type of bottom-up constructions studied in refs. [25, 26] . Our results allow to find systematically the gauge theories living on D-branes at non-supersymmetric Z N singularities.
Another application is in the construction of D=4 orientifolds with flux [27] . In fact,
we can already proffer a simple example. Consider, the Z 4 orientifold with 64 D3-branes.
In principle we can completely cancel O3-plane tadpoles by switching on fluxes of the RR and NSNS 3-forms with N flux = 64. Thus, the D3-branes disappear and we are left just with D9-branes having G 9 = U(16) × U(16) and massless fermions given in (91). By itself this content is anomalous but the cubic anomaly can be precisely cancelled by the flux contribution [28, 29] .
A.1 Klein bottle amplitude
Being a closed string amplitude, K includes a sum over twisted sectors and an orbifold projection. In general,
where
The Virasoro operators are those of the θ n -twisted sector. This trace does not contain the contribution of the non-compact momenta that already appears in (A.2). In particular, The bosonic contribution to Z K (θ n , θ m ) contains an standard oscillator piece and for n = 0, a zero mode factorχ(θ n , θ m ) equal to the number of points fixed simultaneously by θ n and θ m , in the sub-space where θ n acts non-trivially. There is also a sum over quantized momenta and windings whenever θ n and Ωθ m leave simultaneously invariant some sub-lattices of Λ * and Λ. The invariant momentum sub-lattice is denoted Λ * I , its dimension I P and its volume V P , whereas the invariant winding sub-lattice is denoted Λ I , its dimension I W and its volume V W (the dependence on n and m is understood and will be dropped for simplicity). For instance, in Z * N examples, Λ I = {0}, and moreover, either Λ * I = Λ * so that V D V P is a 10-dimensional V 10 , or Λ * I = {0} and V P = 1 by definition. The fermionic contribution to (A.3) can be written in terms of ϑ functions but in the non-supersymmetric case we have to carefully take into account that in the θ n twisted sector the spin-structure coefficients s αβ depend on n. In the untwisted sector the s αβ (0) are the usual ones (for type IIB):
for both left and right movers. This corresponds to the GSO projection
where f L , f R , are world-sheet fermion numbers. We conclude that in the untwisted sector
inserting Ω or Ω(−1) f R in the trace gives the same result because Ω alone forces f L = f R in the GSO projection and then multiplying by (−1) f R has no effect. In fact, for both Ω
and Ω ′ we have
The tilde onθ andη means that these functions have argument e −4πt .
The s αβ (n) are the spin-structure coefficients that also appear in the torus amplitude.
This is needed to have a consistent 1 2 (1 + Ω P ) projection. Now, it can be shown [20, 30] that modular invariance of the torus amplitude requires
Incidentally, notice that s 0 
Putting all pieces together we find that for Ω P = Ω, the RR tadpole, conveniently normalized, is given by
where we have defined
and 2mv j ∈ Z, this Klein tadpole does vanish. For instance, ( N 2 ) = 1. Hence, the sum over spin structure demands a r ′ a = even and the GSO projection effectively changes to
Therefore, the difference between inserting Ω and Ω(−1) f R is an overall minus sign, i.e.
We conclude that when Ω P = Ω ′ , the tadpole T
, m) picks an extra minus sign.
Clearly, this minus sign affects the type of divergences. We will see that in these examples
with Ω projection the RR tadpoles due to Z K (½, θ m ) and Z K (θ v is an SO (8) weight in the vector class, it is easy to show that the mass formula and the GSO projection always allow a tachyon in the θ N 2 sector, namely the state with r ′ = 0. If Ω P = Ω, the tachyon survives the orientifold projection but it is projected out for Ω P = Ω ′ . The reason is precisely the relative minus sign between the Klein bottle trace and the corresponding torus trace [3, 11] .
v is such that θ N 2 is not equivalent to (−1) F S we cannot conclude that there is a change of GSO projection in this sector. Thus, the Klein amplitude is the same for both Ω and Ω ′ as in supersymmetric orientifolds.
A.2 Cylinder amplitudes
Typically, the Klein bottle amplitude has divergences proportional to V 10 or V D that can be cancelled by adding D9-branes. For the Z * N these are the only type of divergences. For other actions lower dimensional branes are also needed. In particular, all Z 6 and the D=6 Z 4 in (4), have D5 1 -branes. For the Z 4 in D=8 and D=4 there are respectively D7 3 and D3-branes.
Open strings between branes lead to to cylinder amplitudes given by
The trace is over open string states with Dp and Dq branes at the endpoints. The integral has divergences of type (A.1) due to massless states in the sector twisted by θ m .
Consider first the Z pp cylinders. In this case the boundary conditions are either Neumann-Neumann (NN) for longitudinal or Dirichlet-Dirichlet (DD) for transverse directions. The fermionic contribution is then just From the C pp amplitude we find the RR tadpole:
To compute the RR tadpoles due to Dp-branes we just need to take into account the change of sign in the RR charge. Concretely, the RR tadpoles from Cpp, and C pp plus 
A.3 Möbius strip amplitudes
The Möbius strip amplitudes are given by: 27) where the subscript Q means that the ϑ and η functions have Q as variable. We can extract the divergence by performing modular transformations [11] . The resulting tadpole is given in (25) .
For directions with DD boundary conditions there is an extra minus sign when Ω acts on oscillators, i.e. α r → −e iπr α r and ψ r → −e iπr ψ r . This has the effect of shifting by where we have used (9).
We finally work out some explicit results essential to compute the tadpole cancellation condition when the Z N action takes the form (55) and there are O9 and O5-planes.
Concretely, since we need the Möbius tadpoles due to massless states in a θ 2ℓ sector, we will consider m = ℓ and m = ℓ + Other common fixed points receive the same share.
